
REASSESSING THE RUSSIAN MILITARY THREAT 

After watching Russia’s 3 week military assault on Ukraine stall and Putin’s negotiators’ failure to bring 

Ukraine into capitulation, military experts in the West are reevaluating their estimates of Russian 

conventional military strength. Russia has been careful not to reveal its full conventional military power 

so analysts have been limited to electronic surveillance of military exercises and Russian press releases. 

Unlike the US that engages in military operations all over the globe, Russia has held back their military, 

even letting their professed ally Saddam Hussein fall in 2003. The invasion of Georgia in 2008 did not 

allow Western media coverage, and it was all over quickly, with little fighting. Russia’s reluctant stance 

changed in 2015 when it surprised the West by moving air-support and military advisors into Syria to 

stop the US-supported terrorists from toppling Assad, but their participation was mostly fighter/bomber 

sorties and reconnaissance. Thus, the invasion of Ukraine is the first time since WWII that Western 

intelligence experts have had a chance to analyze Russia in full invasion mode, and it is far from the 

Blitzkrieg that Putin surely hoped for. Although Russian armored units and air power in Ukraine are not 

the elite side of the military, what we are seeing is representative of a significant bulk of Russia’s 

conventional forces. So the stalled invasion is not just a fluke, but a sign of Russia’s failure to master the 

art of complex modern warfare. The only thing that has been impressive are the high-tech missiles, 

cruise missiles and anti-aircraft systems—which have performed flawlessly. How could US military 

estimates have been so wrong and how does this change the estimate of Russia as a threat in WWIII? I’ll 

answer this and other military questions in this brief. 

Russia’s ground units are faulted for poor planning, weak tactics, little coordination between air/ground 

assets, and a failure to resupply (coupled with lack of quantity in Precision Guided Munitions, or PGM). 

Russian aircraft have failed to operate well in a conflicted, sophisticated air war where you have to sort 

out enemy and friendly aircraft and have proved susceptible—especially to Western-supplied missiles 

and ground-fired anti-aircraft weapons. 

First, it’s hard for military analysts to develop a full picture of Russia’s military capabilities from prior 

military exercises alone, where events are scripted and to show off their latest capability. Real combat is 

spontaneous and unpredictable. Only in Syria was the US able to witness limited Russian air strikes using 

precision guided munitions (PGM), but its not clear how much depth Russia has in its weapons 

inventory. The fact that Russia went on to indiscriminate bombing with dumb bombs in Syria indicates a 

low inventory of PGMs. Remember too that in Syria, the Russians were not operating in a high threat or 

contested environment, as neither US nor Russian forces were engaging one another directly. 

In the Ukraine Russia has only been using conventional unguided bombs, which is partly why civilian 

casualties are so much higher than they could have been. Russia seems to be saving its expensive PGMs 

for future conflict or it is unwilling to use up existing inventories. 

Perhaps they are willing to allow for increased civilian casualties to increase the pressure on Ukraine to 

give up at the negotiating table. Russia doesn’t lack for spies inside Ukraine, so it’s not lacking the 

detailed intelligence on specific targets to justify using PGMs. Smart munitions are so much more costly 

to produce, I think they are conserving their supply. Russia’s military budget is around 1/10 of that of 

the US which has inhibited how many high tech PGMs they can afford. 

It does appear that Putin and his military generals mistakenly assumed that Ukraine would be more like 

Georgia and fold within a week. That clearly hasn’t happened. In fact, civilian resistance against Russia 



even in the Russian-speaking sectors of Eastern Ukraine (except the Donbas) has stiffened once Russia 

began shelling cities like Kharkiv and Mariupol, killing civilians. In response, Putin is reported to 

have fired 8 generals in Ukraine for failing to meet Putin’s invasion goals. He also reportedly fired one of 

his top intelligence officials for not correctly foreseeing the Ukrainian resistance levels. 

Don’t believe the pro-Putin propaganda videos being put out to show “crisis actors” and “no war” by 

people filming only in select areas free from bombardment, as if this war is just a sham with no civilian 

casualties (by the Russians). Stories like this are easy to falsify in large cities where major portions are 

not under attack. Civilians are dying, as the Mayor of Kiev recently stated:  

Kiev Mayor Vitali Klitschko on Wednesday said that Russia's claim that it is only hitting military targets is 

"Bullshit" as violence in the country continues to intensify.  

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov claimed last month that “no strikes are being made on civilian 

infrastructure," according to The Washington Post. However, when a reporter brought up the claim to 

Klitschko, a former world heavyweight champion boxer, he provided a blunt answer.  

"Where is the military target? Is this building a military target?" Klitschko asked, pointing at a destroyed 

multistory building behind him. 

 His statements come as the situation in Ukraine escalates as civilian attacks continue to be reported. 

The most recent attack, which Russia denies, was on a theater in Mariupol while hundreds of people 

were huddled in its bomb shelter. The building was hit despite the word “children” being written on both 

sides of the building. [The Hill.com] 

Second, Western estimates about the sophistication of Russian cruise missiles, ballistic missiles and anti-

aircraft systems were not in error or overestimated. They remain a very grave present and future threat. 

The US even discovered that Russian Iskander short and medium range missiles can deploy fiery decoy 

darts to keep them from being shot down. 

 American intelligence officials have discovered that the barrage of ballistic missiles Russia has fired into 

Ukraine contain a surprise: decoys that trick air-defense radars and fool heat-seeking missiles. 

 The devices are each about 1 foot long, shaped like a dart and white with an orange tail, according to an 

American intelligence official. They are released by the Iskander-M short-range ballistic missiles that 

Russia is firing from mobile launchers across the border, the official said, when the missile senses that it 

has been targeted by air defense systems. 

 Each is packed with electronics and produces radio signals to jam or spoof enemy radars attempting to 

locate the Iskander-M, and contains a heat source to attract incoming missiles. The official, who was not 

authorized to speak publicly about intelligence matters, described the devices on the condition of 

anonymity. The use of the decoys may help explain why Ukrainian air-defense weapons have had 

difficulty intercepting Russia’s Iskander missiles [that have a 200 mile range] [NYT] 

While the Russians have developed an array of sophisticated nuclear and conventional missiles as well 

as the best anti-missile and anti-aircraft systems in the world, it’s their conventional war-making 

capabilities and training that are deficient. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10598315/Ukraine-war-Putin-fires-eight-generals-rages-FSB-battlefield-failures.html
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/51656b28-a167-11ec-b38e-10b333e9179b
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/51656b28-a167-11ec-b38e-10b333e9179b
https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/598566-kyiv-mayor-klitschko-on-russian-claims-it-is-only-striking?rl=1
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-deploys-mystery-munition-ukraine-114716254.html


For military aviation buffs, Ward Carroll’s Youtube channel is one of the best for honest, unbiased 

analysis of everything in military aviation. He recently did two videos talking about what we’ve learned 

about Russian military capabilities. In the first, he covers, 

1) The stalled offensive and the high level of devastation in the few cities now totally controlled by the 

Russians in eastern and southern Ukraine, including the maternity hospital in Mariupol destroyed by 

Russian shelling. The food and water shortages are causing locals to fight among themselves for survival. 

(Preppers here know this will happen in America someday.) 

2) He outlines the Russian order of battle with 115 tactical battalions engaged in Ukraine. The Russian 

army only has a total of 170 tactical battalion groups, so they have invested 67% of their total combat 

capability—showing how limited Russian conventional forces are. Most Russian battalions are a mixture 

of infantry and armored forces each with around 10 tanks and 40 armored infantry vehicles. 

3) Ukraine has an army of 209K, but with 102K paramilitary forces and a huge reserve of 900K men. 

[Ukraine is not allowing any men of combat age to flee the country, so sure it can replace military 

casualties and man its reserve forces. Even a few of the swarms of former NATO military personnel that 

have come to Ukraine to help fight, are now complaining that they can’t leave either.] 

4) One of the reasons why Russian military capabilities have faltered is that most of Putin’s military 

budget has been focused lately on high tech aircraft, missiles and subs and not on conventional forces. 

The operational costs of keeping a military in top readiness condition are high, and it appears that the 

Russian military has not been investing enough in readiness. 

5) He cites an excellent article by UK military expert Justin Bronk saying that the Russian military did not 

take advantage of the opening salvo of Russian missiles that blinded Ukraine’s radar and blasted much 

of its military bases. Most of the 300 Russian aircraft largely stayed on the ground throughout the first 

days of fighting. That allowed what was left oh the Ukrainian air force and drones to fly counter-sorties 

that did a lot of damage to Russian positions. 

6) Justin Bronk also details the almost total lack of Russian counter-aircraft sweeps against these 

Ukrainian pilots and drones. Some of this was caused by Ukraine having dispersed and hidden many of 

its Buk anti-aircraft missile batteries which were thus not destroyed by the initial missile attacks and 

provided a stiff deterrence to Russian aircraft from flying air patrols to dominate the skies. This also 

allowed the Ukrainian TB2 armed drones to have free rein to attack Russian tank columns recently from 

the air. 

7) Bronk details 4 different ways in which Russian airpower was deficient: 1) because of lack of flight 

hour funding, Russian pilots are only getting about 8 hours in the air per month—enough to barely keep 

current in basic flight maneuvers, but not nearly enough to practice sophisticated multi-role tactics with 

other aircraft and ground forces. US/NATO pilots get about 35 flight hours a month by comparison. 2) 

Their lack of Precision Guided Munitions has prevented most close air support of troops on the ground. 

3) they have a lack of PGMs due to using so many of them in Syria. And 4) the Russians don’t have a 

reliable enough electronic capabilities to identify friendly vs enemy aircraft and missiles. IFF (Id Friend 

and Foe) transponders allow anti-aircraft missile batteries to avoid shooting down friendly aircraft or 

missiles. Russia’s system isn’t that reliable, and so they can’t send up flocks of fighters and attack aircraft 

at the same time, mixing it up with Ukrainian aircraft lest they shoot down some of their own. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liKtIsMoPoA


Mixing large swarms of aircraft in a SAM-rich [Surface to Air Missile] environment requires the use of an 

AWACS control aircraft, plus lots of training and practice with IFF procedures to avoid friendly-fire 

mishaps. Russia only has two AWACS and simply not enough training of its pilots in a conflict rich war 

zone—so they fly few sorties, and of only one type at a time. 

8) Russian logistics were a nightmare. Truck convoys ran out of gas and got lost when civilians removed 

road signs, and were otherwise unprepared for the invasion. Staying on paved roads also made them 

more vulnerable to drone attack by air. Some units were lied to in order to keep the invasion a secret. 

They were told up to the last minute that it was just an exercise, and weren’t prepared for full combat. 

Their MREs (Meals Ready to Eat) were upwards of 20 years old and tasted bad, hurting morale. Other 

intel sources relate that their officers haven’t been paid for months while in Ukraine. Pressing conscripts 

(new recruits) and Syrian nationals into battle is also a sign that this invasion is not using top-line troops. 

9) Carroll outlines why a no fly zone is not the answer, and would precipitate the shoot down of Russian 

aircraft, certainly triggering a larger war with Russia. He says, I think rightly, that by the US sending in 

more stinger missiles, you can have a de-facto no-fly-zone just by making it more dangerous for Russian 

aircraft and helicopters to fly. With several Ukrainian Buk high altitude missile interceptor batteries still 

operational, Russian aircraft are staying low where they are more vulnerable to stinger handheld anti-

aircraft weapons. 

In this even more detailed analysis both Ward Carroll and Justin Bronk of the UK discuss why the Polish 

plan to hand over Polish MIG 29s to Ukraine would have required a lot of new training for Ukrainian 

pilots. He explains that even though Ukraine and Poland both fly the MIG 29, Poland as part of NATO has 

had all their MIG 29s converted to Western standards, with NATO compatible IFF transponders, missile 

warning systems, and navigation computers and instruments that would require significant retraining in 

order to operate. 

And at the end, Bronk makes a powerful point about why the US is doing the right thing by sending in 

weapons rather than intervening directly. He says, right now all the world is backing Ukraine and 

condemning Russia but if the US were to start a no-fly zone and begin shooting down Russian aircraft (or 

attacking Russian S-300 or S-400 anti-aircraft batteries just across the border in Russia) it would largely 

accrue to Putin’s benefit. He would be proven right in saying that the US and NATO is a direct threat to 

Russia, and some of the world’s countries would come to Putin’s defense. Even in Russia, some polls 

indicate Putin’s invasion of Ukraine has less than 60% support of the people, and that would rise if NATO 

or the US started to fight Russia directly. 

But at the end of his discussion, Bronk says that Putin can’t win this war, that he can only negotiate his 

way out of it. Military experts claim Russia can only keep up the invasion for another couple of weeks. I 

don’t think that is at all certain yet. Russia can stay in the fight if she wants to but it will have to throw a 

lot more military manpower and hardware into the fight to occupy and defeat Ukraine. Whether or not 

Putin is willing to pay that price is not certain. 

What is clear is that Ukraine is going to be a long slow military slog for Russia, but Russia can eventually 

overwhelm Ukraine and conquer all of its major cities—but not without a tremendous military cost 

while also enduring damaging sanctions and loss of face in the world which Russia can never recover 

from. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBARgW_vHVE
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10613069/Putins-forces-able-fight-14-days-military-experts-say.html


Meanwhile, the US is increasing military aid to Ukraine by some $800 million. 

 

The Bigger Picture 

Sadly, this new assessment of Russian conventional military weakness only increases the potential of 

Putin choosing to use nuclear weapons (his big advantage over the West) in a large pre-emptive strike 

against US and NATO military bases and missiles to make up for his inability to beat the US and NATO 

conventionally. As Reuters noted, 

 Russia warned the United States on Thursday that Moscow had the might to put the world's pre-

eminent superpower in its place and accused the West of stoking a wild Russophobic plot to tear Russia 

apart. 

 Dmitry Medvedev, who served as president from 2008 to 2012 and is now deputy secretary of Russia's 

Security Council, said the United States had stoked "disgusting" Russophobia in an attempt to force 

Russia to its knees. "It will not work - Russia has the might to put all of our brash enemies in their 

place," Medvedev said. 

Although not explicitly stated, he can only be referring to nuclear weapons, not conventional military 

power. But even that would be risky at the present time without China’s backing and support. I don’t 

think Russia would strike the US military with nukes unless it was so overwhelming that Putin could be 

certain the US would capitulate rather than fight—and only doing such a strike jointly with China could 

make that a plausible reality. We now know from Ukraine that Russia alone doesn’t have the military 

power to occupy and control the Western world even if it did neuter Western military power with a 

massive nuclear strike. 

Besides, China seems much more preoccupied with conquering Taiwan than backing up Putin in 

Ukraine—in fact, China says it will not fight in Ukraine. China is still in a major military building phase 

and clearly isn’t ready yet to take on the West, so this early foray of Putin’s into Ukraine may take longer 

than they planned to bring it into the old Soviet orbit, and this may even result in a longer timeline to 

WWIII rather than shorter. 

I still think the US globalists are preparing to ultimately beat Russia after using the crisis of WWIII to 

coerce the US to give up their sovereignty after a first strike, but it will not be easy when China presents 

a two ocean nuclear conflict that will split US and NATO forces and capabilities. 

At least the world is waking up to the very real threat I have seen in Russia for so many years. Many 

more people are seeking to relocate for security and others are finally seriously making preparations for 

nuclear war, out of fear that Putin may unleash nuclear weapons. I think he’s bluffing for now. But he 

won’t bluff forever, so don’t take Putin’s delayed capture of Ukraine as a sign you can relax—use all the 

remaining time you have to heighten and complete your preparations. 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russia-will-put-its-enemies-such-united-states-their-place-medvedev-says-2022-03-17/

